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Data is a source



Intro

Human beings generate information from always
Now we store more and more information
And we are transforming data to have best 

decisions making in our society.



What is Data Journalism 

Telling stories with data?

A way to tell a complex story?



Data Journalism is a practice that 
uses all the technology tools 

available to go deeper and faster on 
investigative journalism.





The journalism of databases is the journalism of always, but 
this includes:

The ability to tell a compelling story, with the scale and scope of digital information 
available.

He brings incomprehensible information to the audience so that they have sufficient 
elements of judgment to better decision making.

The creation of tools to analyze depthly and corroborate data and information



Advantage to use databases as sources for journalism

-It helps to see both the forest (a complex reality in its general dimension) and the 
tree (specific and striking cases in their individuality).

-It broadens the journalistic agenda, bringing new themes and new approaches.
-It allows you to explore stories that do not depend on conjunctural immediacy.
-It decreases the dependence of certain sources such as official and academic ones, 

because it is the journalist who analyzes the data and extracts the conclusions.



Why is it important?

Data Journalism transforms databases in knowledge, 
helping to improve society decision making 



Data Journalism examples

https://projects.propublica.org/docdollars/


Data Journalism examples

http://ojo-publico.com/sites/apps/congreso-airlines/


Data Journalism examples

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/politics/budget-history/?utm_term=.9302a9a2956c


Data journalism examples

https://www.animalpolitico.com/diez-de-guerra/d4/index.html#/


Data journalism examples

https://bigpharma.ojo-publico.com/en/
https://bigpharma.ojo-publico.com/en/


Data journalism examples

http://johnguerra.co/viz/consultaAnticorrupcion2018/


Data Journalism process



Open Data & Data Journalism

https://www.queremosdatos.co/
https://datos.gov.co/browse?sortBy=newest&utf8=%E2%9C%93


CUESTION 
PUBLICA 

Digging to find the truth



Investigate the Colombian Congress members’ wealth

https://cuestionpublica.com/sabemos-patrimonio-congreso/


Compare your 
wage to a 
Congress 
member’s 
wage 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYpwGaBMz0s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYpwGaBMz0s


Involving 
Community in 
data 
investigative 
journalism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKr9WkTag6s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKr9WkTag6s


Investigate the Colombian presidential candidates’ wealth

https://cuestionpublica.com/panas-presidenciables-contratacion-patrimonio/


Investigate the Colombian Congress members’ wealth 
reloaded!

https://cuestionpublica.com/sabemos-lo-que-hiciste-recargado/


Video & 
Community

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Spbx3OcBrwM&t=5s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Spbx3OcBrwM


We are Cuestion Publica!

Diana 
Salinas

David 
Tarazona

Claudia
Báez



Challenges Investigative Data Journalism

● Having a multidisciplinary team.
● Optimize journalistic investigation production’s time 

keeping rigor and data precision.
● Promote collaborative media alliance.
● Planning & deadlines
● Legal issues



Thanks!
claudia.baez@cuestionpublica.com

Twitter: @claudibaez


